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About This Content

When a violent tremor shatters the islands of the Deadfire, the greatest wizards in Eora seek out the aid of the Watcher. The
archmage Maura has vanished into the depths of a newly opened dungeon located in the Black Isles and threatens to awaken
what lies forgotten there. Follow Maura's trail and determine the fate of one of the Deadfire Archipelago's most closely-held

secrets.

Traverse an expansive dungeon built into the flesh of a sleeping god.

Encounter the highest-level challenges yet faced by the Watcher and their companions.

Scheme with or defy the wills of Eora's most powerful wizards.
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iconic tactical shooter
+ you get attached to the characters and the story
+ weapons diversity. Can use German guns.
+ you feel responsible of your squad
+ general ambience, soldiers swearing, bullets flying, visual effects

- AI
- challenging for neophytes
- old but not obsolete
- redundant
- save system

The Brothers in Arms series is a pure tactical shooter and characters oriented game. You play as a US squad leader during
WWII and your goal is to passby enemies lines while keep your men alive. Charge heads in and your entire squad will perish.
Outflank the enemy and you will win. The game is actually entirely centred around flanking tactic. Advance, get cover, suppress
the enemy with nourished fire, flank, finish the job. Do it again and again. This concept although redundant never goes out of
fashion. The game will offer formidable and exiting challenges making it harder to flank enemies.

Concerning the difficulty the game can be almost impossible to complete in higher difficulty, and is challenging enough in
normal difficulty level.

What I really like about this game is the tactics, the different weapons available, and the story line.

However the game is old and the AI is not faultless. Enemies sometime go banzai and end up dead or sometime your own units
take the most suicidal path to reach their destination so make sure to guide them well. In higher the difficulty level the game can
be also extremely frustrating. Furthermore the accuracy of the weapons seems to have been reduced ostensibly to make the
skirmishes last longer. Finally the saves system is just horrendous, it comes under auto an auto save system in which you cannot
manually saves your game during the mission. If you die you must restart from the last auto save which can be really annoying
during tough missions.. 3DMark's benchmarking algorithms are off and most people know how to game them to get waaaay
higher scores than is even possible. People running dual core Intel Celeron processors beat out AMD FX 6+ core processors.
Likewise people with integrated graphics beat out discrete GTX cards by miles.

If the scores were meaningful, benchmarking software like this would be useful. But it's not and therefore, I can't recommend
it.. thsi is the worst thing ever. Potential to be the most incredible VR experience that has ever been! But it's not quick enoiugh
to load, too much lag and skips for me. Though such an awesome concept that I will recommend this to everyone and anyone.
Perhaps with more support this could be a mindboggling experience. This is the best thing ever, but the names, I've met people
named like, n8gger or "♥♥♥♥ Me", "♥♥♥♥♥" and so on.. That is one good visual novel i cried a lot on this anime.i'm
speechless. Not a game, but a simulator. However, I love the idea and it can be so much fun. That being said, its constantly
crashing on me. Its impossible for me to do anything meaningfull with it crashing 10 min into being open. I cant wait till the
bugs get fixed! i would reccomend once it stops crashing.. This game is some
dope\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665boi!. Nice little prolgue to a story I want to experience, especially enjoyed the
horse riding.. I know this game isn't finished, but I already love the concept. If the developer could work on shoring up spell
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casting mechanics, I would love it even more. Keep it up!
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pay for "unbeeping". and you have to turn it on every time.... I just payed for it... why do I have turn it on every time?. An
amazing game. It's graphics stand the test of time IMHO, and the gameplay is great. Albeit, I hear the story isn't quite that good.
If you're buying this, I do hope it's for Skirmish or MP.. GAME SUMMARY
Yrminsul is a tower defense with a unique overworld/conquest mechanic. With the conquest mechanic you are challenged to
'aggressively defend' new worlds to gain power and unlock upgrades. It features 3D graphics for tower defense battles supported
by 2D art for interstitial screens, including some comic-like story art.

THE GOOD
-Passable tower defense.
-Passable story.
-Unique overworld/conquest mechanic.
-Built towers on early stages remain in later revisits.

THE BAD
-Upgrade system is heavily gated on progression. Some levels containing powerful core upgrades are pretty much impossible in
the early to mid game.
-Dialogue in the tower battle screen is very slow and must either be endured or skipped completely (no next line, as available in
other screens).
-The 3D graphics are quite poor and not what I'd expect from a game in 2016, they do a disservice to the 2D art style which is
otherwise acceptable.

VERDICT
Some interesting ideas but nothing revolutionary here. I'm going to give this a passing rating though I neither recommend nor do
not recommend this game. This game will likely only entertain a very small subset of players but there is a fresh idea or two in a
genre that is mostly chiseled in stone at this point. I got this in a bundle. I would recommend trying to do the same or picking it
up on sale if possible just in case it doesn't tickle your fancy.. wow, this is really short compared to the first one

im glad I got this at humble bundle

the final conclusion to social commentaries. The Mechanics of the game are stupid.. the millitary units are RE-TARDED u cant
tell them what to do they just go and hit whatever is first ... towers desolate them and they destroy the closest building dying like
rats even thoug the tower is left with 10% hp from ur missiles... the game is bad and it will do whatever it can to get money
from you.. nothing more. people that made this game wanted money nothing more its a lazy bad browser game ... dont lose your
time. Quite a cool game.. visuals and sound are polished and action is intense. Obviously it could make you mation sick but the
sensetive players will know it anyway.

I dont think i will play it for hours but for 5€ its absolutly fine! Espescially when youre tired of standing in the room and still
want to keep on shooting :)

So all in all i would say you totally get what you expect: quick and fun action
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